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Abstract.—The Olrog’s Gull (Larus atlanticus) is a species that feeds almost exclusively on intertidal crabs. The influence of feeding technique, food source, and habitat characteristics on the feeding rate of breeding individuals was examined at Bahía San Blas, Argentina, from September to December 2007. Olrog’s Gulls used four feeding techniques, with more prey captured by pecking than by peck-digging, head submergence, or up-ending. Olrog’s Gulls fed throughout the tidal cycle using different intertidal zones when they were exposed and covered by water. However, feeding techniques used in exposed intertidal areas (pecking and peck-digging) resulted in significantly higher feeding rates. Feeding rate increased with average prey density and was higher when feeding in structured environments, characterized by the presence of rocks or oysters and high densities of the intertidal crab Cyrtograpsus altimanus. The burrowing crab Neohelice granulata is the main component of the Olrog’s Gull diet during most of the breeding cycle. Although average density of N. granulata in feeding patches was lower than that of C. altimanus, body size of the former was significantly larger and energy density of individuals higher, resulting in a higher energy profitability of unstructured habitats. Prey switching toward C. altimanus during the young chick stage observed in previous studies may result from the need to feed chicks with smaller prey. Received 24 June 2013, accepted 26 December 2013.
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Intertidal areas are important feeding habitats for many waterbirds (Burger 1984; Piersma et al. 1993). The use of intertidal feeding grounds by birds is predominantly determined by the distribution and abundance of prey (Goss-Custard 1970; Yates et al. 1993; Ribeiro et al. 2004; Rose and Nol 2010), which in turn is affected by the physical characteristics of the environment (Yates et al. 1993; Danufsky and Colwell 2003). Food resources along intertidal areas are relatively predictable and generally available at regular intervals depending on the tidal cycle. For birds that depend on these resources, tidal state is an important factor determining their local distribution and behavior because tides can cover foraging habitats and alter food availability (Burger et al. 1977; Warnock et al. 2002; Ribeiro et al. 2004; Ellis et al. 2005). Tidal cycles can therefore make birds alter feeding techniques, select different prey, or use different habitats (Curtis and Thompson 1985; McNeil et al. 1992; Withers and Chapman 1993; De Vlas et al. 1996). These changes may influence the rate at which birds obtain their prey and thus directly affect their fitness. Several gull species depend on intertidal resources at least during part of their annual cycle (Burger and Gochfeld 1996), and their plasticity and generalist feeding behavior allows them to use a wide variety of feeding methods (Burger 1988). Olrog’s Gull (Larus atlanticus) is an endemic species of the southwestern Atlantic coast that only breeds in Argentina (Yorio et al. 1999) and is considered globally vulnerable (Birdlife International 2013). During the breeding season, Olrog’s Gulls prey almost exclusively on intertidal crabs (Delhey et al. 2001; Herrera et al. 2005; Suárez et al. 2012) and thus are highly dependent on intertidal environments. Like other gulls, Olrog’s Gulls use a variety of feeding techniques, such as pecking, head submergence, and surface plunging, allowing capture of prey both in exposed and covered intertidal areas (Martínez et al. 2000; Copello and Favero 2001; Gatto et al. 2008), and studies during the non-breeding season have revealed differences in feeding techniques (Copello and Favero 2001) and capture rates (Berón et al. 2011) among different age-classes. However, little is known.
about how feeding rate is related to feeding technique, feeding habitat or prey type, size, and density in this and other gull species. Our objective was to describe the feeding behavior of Olrog’s Gulls breeding at the Bahía San Blas protected area, Argentina, and examine how feeding rate relates to factors such as feeding technique, food source, and habitat characteristics.

**Methods**

Our study was conducted in the southwestern sector of the Bahía San Blas protected area in Buenos Aires Province, Argentina (Fig. 1). This sector is used as foraging grounds by Olrog’s Gulls nesting at Islote Arroyo Jabalí Oeste (40° 32’ 42.20” S, 62° 17’ 23.48” W) (Suárez et al. 2012). Colony size during the study year was estimated at 508 nests (N. Suárez, unpubl. data). The coastal sector is 16 km long and is characterized by extensive mudflats and marshes of Spartina spp. and Salicornia ambiguа, with crab beds consisting of Neohelice granulata, Cytograpthus altimanus, and C. angulatus (Zalba et al. 2008). These are intertidal crabs common in southwest Atlantic coastal and estuarine areas (Iribarne et al. 2003). *C. altimanus* is mostly found in structured environments, while *N. granulata* is found in marshes characterized by muddy substrates with *Spartina* spp. and *C. angulatus* in sectors dominated by muddy substrates (Iribarne et al. 2003; Isacch et al. 2006; Suárez et al. 2012). Olrog’s Gulls in our study area feed almost exclusively (99% of total prey biomass) on the three crab species, primarily *N. granulata* and *C. altimanus*, with a differential contribution of each species depending on the stage of the breeding cycle (Suárez et al. 2011). *N.
granulata is the primary prey of Olrog’s Gulls during incubation, C. altimanus is the dominant prey during the young chick stage, and both contribute similarly during the older chick stage (Suárez et al. 2011). In our study area, Olrog’s Gulls initiate laying in late September, eggs start hatching in late October, and chicks start fledging in early December (Suárez et al. 2011).

The behavior of Olrog’s Gulls while feeding was studied using focal individual observations (Altmann 1974; Martin and Bateson 1994). Observations were made on feeding adult individuals distributed throughout the entire coastal area used for foraging (Suárez et al. 2012). From eight to 15 focal individuals were selected randomly and observed daily from an estimated distance of 50 m. Each feeding Olrog’s Gull was filmed for 5 min using a digital camcorder (Sony Handycam SR68, with 60X optical), and recordings were then analyzed in the lab to obtain feeding technique and feeding rate. Feeding rate was defined as the number of prey captured per minute (all captured prey were ingested). Sampling was conducted from 13 September to 8 December 2007; observations were distributed between 08:00 and 21:00 hr and encompassed different stages of the tidal cycle as well as habitat characteristics. Observations began no sooner than 5 min after a focal bird was selected to minimize possible bias due to behavioral changes resulting from an observer’s approach.

In the field, a focal Olrog’s Gull’s feeding technique and habitat were recorded for each 5-min feeding observation period. Feeding techniques were categorized following the definitions of Gatto et al. (2008): 1) pecking (P): prey capture from the substrate’s surface by striking with the beak while walking; 2) peck-digging (PD): prey capture by dipping the beak in soft substrate; 3) head submergence (HS): prey capture by dipping the head underwater while swimming; and 4) up-ending (UE): prey capture by submerging the head, neck, and upper body, with tail raised in the air. Birds generally displayed only one feeding technique, switching feeding technique in less than 2% of observation periods. Sites where Olrog’s Gulls fed were categorized as either structured (habitats with some structure, such as rocks or Pacific oysters (Crassostrea gigas), along the substrate that served as shelter for crabs) or unstructured (habitats without such structural components), and were divided into three classes of intertidal zoning: 1) upper; 2) middle; and 3) lower. Intertidal zones were defined as the upper, middle, and lower third of the elevation gradient for each study site considered. In addition, the state of the tide for each record was noted and assigned to one of three categories: high, medium, and low, with high and low tides determined as 2 hr before and after the higher and lower tides, respectively.

We recorded a total of 417 5-min feeding observations that were distributed similarly between the two habitat categories (structured habitat: 214 records, 51.32%; unstructured habitat: 203 records, 48.68%). Observations were also similarly distributed among the three tidal states considered (28.53, 34.29, and 37.17% at high, medium, and low tides, respectively). The breeding cycle was divided into three stages: incubation, young chicks (< 15 days of age), and old chicks (> 15 days of age). Young and old chicks were distinguished by size and the degree of plumage development.

At the end of each observation period, the density and size of the main prey of Olrog’s Gulls (the crabs N. granulata, C. altimanus, and C. angulatus; Suárez et al. 2011) were assessed in the specific sites where gulls were observed feeding by randomly placing 1-m² quadrats (mean number of quadrats per site = 5.55 ± 3.33; Range = 3-12; n = 2,299) throughout the area used by the focal individual (Iribarne et al. 1997). In each quadrat, the number of burrows or individual crabs was counted, prey species were identified, and a random subsample of crabs was collected to assess prey size (Spivak and Sánchez 1992). Crab densities from quadrats corresponding to the same feeding site were averaged for comparisons among habitat and intertidal zoning categories. No significant differences were found between the three stages of the breeding cycle with respect to the frequency of occurrence and numerical importance, density or size of crabs in Olrog’s Gull potential feeding areas (Suárez et al. 2011).

For each feeding patch, total energy available (KJ/m²) was estimated using the density and size of the crabs present. The energy density of each prey item was estimated using its wet weight (WW) in grams and the species energy content from Ciancio et al. (2013; 3.73 KJ/gWW N. granulata, 3.04 KJ/gWW C. altimanus, and 3.33 KJ/gWW C. angulatus). The wet weight (WW) of the three species of crabs was estimated using the following regressions and carapace widths (CW (mm)) obtained from quad sampling:

\[ C. \text{altimanus}: \ln(\text{WW}) = 2.657 \times \ln(\text{CW}) - 6.716 \]
\[ C. \text{angulatus}: \ln(\text{WW}) = 2.647 \times \ln(\text{CW}) - 6.676 \]
\[ N. \text{granulata}: \ln(\text{WW}) = 2.991 \times \ln(\text{CW}) - 7.561 \]

Finally, the total energy available in the feeding patch was obtained by pooling the energy densities calculated for all crab prey in that quadrat.

To identify the characteristics of the food patch that best explained feeding rate, we analyzed its relationship with the above mentioned variables using Nonlinear (Categorical) Principal Component Analysis of habitat type (structured habitat and unstructured habitat), average density of each crab species, average total crab density (the three species pooled), average crab size (the three species pooled), available energy in the feeding patch, intertidal zone (upper, middle, and lower), and stage of the breeding cycle (incubation, young chicks, old chicks) for each of the 417 recorded feeding observations. This method assigns numerical values to the categories of each variable, and aims to reduce the original set of categorical and numerical variables to a smaller set of factors that represent most of the information contained in the original variables. In addition, a graph was constructed with the centroids of each analyzed variable, considering the different categories of each categorical variable to interpret the contributions of these categories to each component. Regressions were then constructed between the feeding
rate and the values (scores) of the axes obtained from the Principal Component Analysis to determine the synthetic variable that best explains feeding rate. Non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests analyzed differences in capture rate in relation to the feeding technique used followed by Dunn’s Test for multiple comparisons (Zar 1994). Means are reported ± 1 SD.

RESULTS

Factors Affecting Feeding Techniques

Olrog’s Gulls fed in the intertidal zone throughout the tidal cycle, either in exposed areas or in flooded areas, and all crabs were consumed where they were captured. Olrog’s Gulls used four feeding techniques, with prey capture occurring more frequently by pecking than through the remaining three techniques ($\chi^2 = 11.0$, $P = 0.011$, $n = 417$; Contrasts: $\chi^2_{HS,PD} = 3.2$, $P = 0.21$; $\chi^2_{HS,P} = 9.4$, $P = 0.009$; $\chi^2_{HS,UE} = 22.1$, $P < 0.001$; $\chi^2_{PD,UE} = 15.6$, $P = 0.001$; $\chi^2_{PD,P} = 15.4$, $P < 0.001$; $\chi^2_{P,UE} = 31.2$, $P < 0.001$). Pecking techniques were used more at low tide ($57.4\%$, $\chi^2 = 16.1$, $P < 0.001$, $n = 417$) and head submergence more at high tide ($50.3\%$, $\chi^2 = 9.1$, $P = 0.011$, $n = 417$) (Fig. 2).

Intertidal areas were used differently depending on tidal state. At high tide when intertidal areas were flooded, $79\%$ of feeding observations were in the upper intertidal and $21\%$ in the middle intertidal zone. During medium tides, observations were split between the middle and upper intertidal zones ($54.5$ and $44.1\%$, respectively), with $< 2\%$ of records in the lower intertidal zone. At low tide, Olrog’s Gulls increased their use of the lower intertidal ($12.9\%$), but mostly used the middle intertidal ($52.2\%$) and higher intertidal zones ($34.9\%$).

Factors Affecting Feeding Rates

Prey density (the three crab species pooled) was significantly higher in the middle intertidal zone (mean = $59 \pm 16$ individuals/m$^2$, $n = 169$) than the upper intertidal (mean = $42 \pm 18$ individuals/m$^2$, $n = 143$) and lower intertidal zones (mean = $21 \pm 13$ crabs/m$^2$, $n = 105$) (Kruskal-Wallis test: $H = 79.6$, $P < 0.001$, $n = 417$; Contrasts: $Q_{LOW,MID} = 27.4$, $P < 0.001$; $Q_{LOW,UPP} = 42.3$, $P < 0.001$; $Q_{MID,UPP} = 6.7$, $P = 0.035$). Densities and body size of the two main crab species in our study area differed; density of $N. granulata$ at the feeding patches was significantly lower than that of $C. altimanus$ ($29.1 \pm 28.2$ individuals/m$^2$ vs. $20.3 \pm 27.1$ individuals/m$^2$, $n = 417$; F-test: $F_{1,416} = 173.3$, $P < 0.001$), whereas $N. granulata$ (mean = $25.7 \pm 4.2$ mm, Range = 16-31 mm, $n = 2,314$) were significantly larger than $C. altimanus$ (14.3 ± 8.4 mm, Range = 10-22 mm, $n = 1,839$) (F-test: $F_{1,1838} = 136.4$, $P < 0.001$). The energy available in feeding patches was higher in unstructured than structured habitats (2,451 and 976 KJ/m$^2$, respectively, Mann-Whitney U-test: $U = 6.9$, $P < 0.001$).

Feeding rates differed with feeding technique. Olrog’s Gulls fed at higher rates when pecking ($0.78 \pm 0.15$ crabs/min, $n = 161$) and peck-digging ($0.74 \pm 0.14$ crabs/min, $n = 108$) in exposed intertidal areas than when using the head submergence ($0.59 \pm 0.16$ crabs/min, $n = 100$) and up-ending ($0.53 \pm 0.09$ crabs/min, $n = 48$) methods (Kruskal-Wallis test: $H = 375.6$, $P < 0.001$, $n = 417$; Dunn’s: $Q_{PD,HS} = 4.2$, $P = 0.041$; $Q_{PD,P} = 0.4$, $P = 0.53$; $Q_{PD,UE} = 5.2$, $P = 0.022$; $Q_{HS,P} = 5.4$, $P = 0.02$; $Q_{HS,UE} = 0.8$, $P = 0.369$; $Q_{P,UE} = 3.9$, $P = 0.041$).

The Nonlinear Principal Component Analysis generated two components that together explained 71.94% of the total variation in the original data (Table 1). The first principal component (PC1) explained
51.15% of the total variation and was represented by the habitat type, average density of each crab species, average total crab density, and available energy in the feeding patch. Positive factor loadings included C. angulatus and N. granulata average densities, habitat variables, and available energy in the feeding patch; negative factor loadings included C. altimanus average density and average total crab density. The second principal component (PC2) accounted for 19.79% of the variance and was represented by the intertidal zones used and average crab size; both factor loadings were positive.

The graphical representation of the category centroids of each categorical variable and the numeric variables shows that both habitat types contribute in the opposite direction to the first axis (negatively and positively for the structured and unstructured habitats, respectively). The intertidal categories used by Olrog’s Gulls were distributed along the second axis, with a positive contribution by the upper intertidal and a negative contribution by the middle and lower intertidal zones (Fig. 3). Only the first component showed a significant negative association with the feeding rate (PC1, $r = -0.85$, $P < 0.001$). Therefore, the variables that dominated this axis with negative contributions (density of C. altimanus and average total crab density) and the structured habitat category were the variables that best explained the increase in the feeding rate of Olrog’s Gulls (Fig. 3). Feeding rates in structured habitats (0.76 ± 0.17 crabs/min, $n = 214$) were significantly higher (Mann-Whitney test: $U = 6.0$, $P < 0.001$) than in unstructured habitats (0.51 ± 0.19 crabs/min, $n = 203$).

**DISCUSSION**

Olrog’s Gulls in our study fed throughout the tidal cycle using different intertidal zones when they were exposed and covered by water. This use of different intertidal habitats appears to be related to the species’ flexibility in use of feeding techniques. Olrog’s Gulls fed either by capturing crabs by pecking or peck-digging on exposed intertidal areas or by head submergence or up-ending in shallow waters. The four feeding techniques used by Olrog’s Gulls in our study have already been described at their breeding grounds to the north and south of the study area (Delhey et al. 2001; Gatto et al. 2008) and at their wintering grounds (Copello and Favero 2001). The use of surface plunging, reported in low frequencies in other studies (Martinez et al. 2000; Copello and Favero 2001; Delhey et al. 2001), was not observed in our study. The frequency of use of each feeding technique was clearly determined by water presence, as reported for Black-headed Gulls (L. ridibundus) (Curtis and Thompson 1985).

Our results show that feeding rates of Olrog’s Gulls differed with the feeding technique used, being higher when feeding by peck-digging in exposed intertidal areas. When using this technique, Olrog’s Gulls walk along the shore scanning for prey, which must be much easier when intertidal areas are exposed. It could be argued that, at least for N. granulata, individual activity is higher when habitats are covered by water, which would increase their vulnerability to predators (Luppi et al. 2012). Nonetheless, a greater difficulty in prey detection due to reduced visibility in turbid waters or water movement forced by wind or tidal action could explain the lower feeding rate when foraging in areas covered...
reported that, when capturing prey under water, Olrog’s Gulls sometimes kept their head submerged for several seconds, and suggested that gulls may detect prey by touch. Future studies should explore the relationship between the feeding technique used and the sensory mechanisms of prey detection so as to better understand its implication for Olrog’s Gull foraging success. Thus, despite their flexibility in the use of intertidal habitats as a result of alternative feeding techniques, the observed differences in feeding rate suggest the existence of foraging limitations imposed by the tide cycle.

Our results also show that feeding rate varied according to different factors related to food resource and foraging habitat characteristics. Feeding rate increased with average prey density, as reported in other studies of intertidal waterbirds (e.g., Goss-Custard 1984; Kalejta and Hockey 1994; Yates et al. 2000). Feeding rates were also higher in structured environments characterized by the presence of rocks or oysters than in environments with muddy substrates and crab burrows. Crab survival could increase with the use of shelters and deep burrows (Zwarts 1988; Morrier and McNeil 1991; Good 1992; Dumas and Witman 1993), and it has been observed that prey retreating into burrows may result in a reduced feeding rate in some shorebird species (Yates et al. 2000; Goss-Custard et al. 2006). In our study area, observations suggest that crab capture would be more difficult in burrow habitats than in structured environments because crabs can hide in deeper shelters (N. Suárez, pers. obs). The burrowing crab *N. granulata* in the study area, and also to a large extent *C. angulatus*, live in burrows that may be up to 40 cm deep (N. Suárez, unpubl. data) where they could quickly retreat when detecting the pres-
ence of an Olrog’s Gull. Moreover, *N. granulata* individuals are generally near or inside their burrows at low tide (Luppi et al. 2012), favoring a rapid retreat down their burrows when approached by a potential predator. In contrast, *C. altimanus* individuals generally seek shelter in crevices or under rocks when disturbed (N. Suárez, pers. obs), but can still be available to Olrog’s Gulls. Differences in escape behaviors, crypticity, and defensive capabilities have been shown to influence the differential vulnerability of three crab species to Herring Gull (*L. argentatus*) and Great Black-backed Gull (*L. marinus*) predation in New England, USA (Ellis et al. 2012). Given the relatively small size of crabs preyed upon by Olrog’s Gulls at Bahía San Blas, it is unlikely that crab defense behavior is an important factor affecting Olrog’s Gull prey selection, but the effects of differences in escape behavior and coloration among prey species deserve further investigation.

Despite the higher feeding rate in structured habitats with high densities of *C. altimanus*, the burrowing crab *N. granulata* was the main component of the Olrog’s Gull diet during the incubation period and to a large extent during the late chick stage in the study area (Suárez et al. 2011). However, although average density of *N. granulata* in feeding patches was lower than that of *C. altimanus*, body size of the former was significantly larger and energy density of individuals is higher (Ciancio et al. 2013), resulting in a higher energy profitability of unstructured habitats. Prey switching toward *C. altimanus* particularly during the young chick stage appears to result from the need to feed chicks with smaller prey (Suárez et al. 2011). In this context of differences in prey density and profitability driven by habitat characteristics and restrictions imposed by the breeding cycle, future studies should assess the Olrog’s Gull feeding behavior in greater detail, analyzing the energy gain per unit of foraging time to adequately understand the relationship between feeding decisions and foraging efficiency.
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